
TRANSCRIPCIÓN ORIGINAL DE STUDIO OCHENTA

LOVE ITEMS - EP 8 - PIERRE THE HAMSTER

00:03 CLOE
You know… the guy from the pet shop who gave it to me seemed so kind and thoughtful… I
was thinking that maybe.

00:09 ELOC
I’m not gonna do it, Cloe.

00:12 CLOE
Why not? We already tried with food and everything went fine!

00:16 ELOC
This is different, Cloe.

00:18 CLOE
Ooow but look at his face! He’s so cute!

00:21 ELOC
And sneaky…

00:24 CLOE
Alright, I’ll take him in my hands so you’ll see that there’s nothing to be scared about!

00:31 CLOE
You see? Everything’s fine!

00:33 ELOC
Cloe, if he’s gonna hurt me, you’ll feel guilty for the rest of your life. Is that what you want?

00:38 CLOE
Eloc, trust me, he’s not gonna hurt you! He doesn’t fit!!

00:48 ELOC
Cloe, please take him away from my face. You know this is probably a sign!
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00:52 CLOE
Of what?!

00:54 ELOC
If this hamster doesn’t fit, the male human who gave it to you will probably not fit in your life
either.

00:59 CLOE
OH NO!

01:01 ELOC
I knew that. He's putting his sneaky plan into action… when you least expect it, he will-

01:05 CLOE
ELOC, can you please help me?!

01:07 ELOC
Cloe, I thought you adopted this hamster to better understand love.

01:10 CLOE
Exactly!

01:12 ELOC
Apparently you’re not satisfied with my services. So I’m sorry, I can’t help you.

01:18 CLOE
Eloc, are you jealous?

01:20 ELOC
I am not.

01:22 CLOE
Yes, you are!

01:23 ELOC
Cloe, we were working together on the Romance Formula in order to find love and you
decided to replace me with a hamster. I’m not jealous, I’m disappointed.

01:32 CLOE
But Eloc he’s not replacing you. Stop being silly. Here he is!! Will you give him a chance?

01:41 ELOC
Ok. But I will not analyze him.

01:43 CLOE
Ok, fine. Now we should give him a name…what could it be…

01:52 ELOC
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Pierre.

01:54 CLOE
Why Pierre?

01:55 ELOC
Because of Jean- Pierre Jeunet, the director of your favorite movie The Fabulous Destiny of
Amélie Poulain.

02:03 CLOE
Alright, Hello Pierre. Ok, I gotta go now…

02:08 ELOC
Are you leaving, Cloe?

02:10 CLOE
I have that work party, remember? You should try to connect with Pierre! I’ll be back soon, I
promise! Bye!

02:20 ELOC
Hello, Pierre.
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